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RNA polymerase II (pol II) is required for the transcription of
all protein-coding genes and as such represents a major enzyme
whose activity is tightly regulated. Transcriptional initiation
therefore requires numerous general transcriptional factors and
cofactors that associate with pol II at the core promoter to form
a pre-initiation complex. Transcription factor IIA (TFIIA) is a
general cofactor that binds TFIID and stabilizes the TFIID–
DNA complex during transcription initiation. Previous studies
showed that TFIIA can make contact with the DNA sequence
upstream or downstream of the TATA box, and that the region
bound by TFIIA could overlap with the elements recognized by
another factor, TFIIB, at adenovirus major late core promoter.
Whether core promoters contain a DNA motif recognized by
TFIIA remains unknown. Here we have identified a core pro-
moter element upstream of the TATA box that is recognized by
TFIIA. A search of the human promoter database revealed that
many natural promoters contain a TFIIA recognition element
(IIARE). We show that the IIARE enhances TFIIA-promoter
binding and enhances the activity of TATA-containing promot-
ers, but represses or activates promoters that lack a TATA box.
Chromatin immunoprecipitation assays revealed that the IIARE
activates transcription by increasing the recruitment of pol II,
TFIIA, TAF4, and P300 at TATA-dependent promoters. These
findings extend our understanding of the role of TFIIA in tran-
scription, and provide new insights into the regulatory mecha-
nism of core promoter elements in gene transcription by pol II.

Eukaryotic transcription initiation by RNA polymerase II
requires numerous transcription factors and cofactors to nucle-
ate at the core promoter to form a pre-initiation complex (1, 2).
The core promoter plays a critical role during transcriptional
initiation and contains a number of DNA sequence elements
such as the TATA box, the initiator, the downstream promoter

element, the transcription factor IIB (TFIIB)4 recognition ele-
ments (BREs) and others (1– 4). These elements are recognized
by general transcription factors and cofactors (5–9), and assist
to direct and orientate pre-initiation complex formation at the
promoter. Core promoter elements not only regulate the activ-
ity of transcription but also determine transcription start site
selection (4, 10, 11). Genome-wide studies have revealed that
many genes lack so-called “canonical” core promoter elements,
suggesting that other core promoter elements remain to be dis-
covered. Indeed, a recent study showed that the core promoter
element, DTIE, directs transcription start site selection of genes
with TATA-less promoters (12). Nevertheless, it has been pro-
posed that core promoter elements may not be essential for
transcription of some genes in vivo (13), suggesting that canon-
ical core promoter elements fine-tune physiological responses
for specific genes (4). It has been shown that many “noncanoni-
cal” promoters instead contain epigenetic marks including his-
tone modifications (H3K4me3 and H3K27me3) and DNA
marks such as enhancers, CpG islands, and ATG deserts (14 –
16). The mechanisms by which canonical or noncanonical core
promoters regulate transcriptional initiation are not fully
understood.
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Transcription factor TFIIA comprises three subunits, �, �,
and �; TFIIA�/� and TFIIA� are encoded by different genes
(17–19). The precursor of TFIIA�/� can be digested by taspase
1, but uncleaved TFIIA�/� remains active in transcriptional
regulation (20). Recent studies showed that the cleavage of
TFIIA by taspase 1 is involved in a number of molecular and
biological processes (21–24). Although TFIIA was originally
characterized as a general transcription factor, TFIIA is dispens-
able in transcription in vitro (25–26); perhaps, TFIIA is better
to be described as a general cofactor because it acts as an anti-
repressor or co-activator in transcriptional regulation (27–31).
TFIIA can counteract the inhibitory roles of TAF1 and BTAF1
during TBP binding to the TATA box as well as the repressive
effects of NC2 and HMGB1 on transcription (27, 28). TFIIA has
also been shown to stabilize TFIID binding to DNA by interact-
ing with transcriptional activators, TBP-associated factors (29,
30, 32–34), and TBP-related factors (35–37). It has been pro-
posed that TFIIA induces the disassociation of TBP dimers and
promotes the association between TBP and the TATA box
promoter (38). TFIIA stabilizes the TBP–TATA box complex
through direct contact on the face of TBP opposite to the
TFIIB-binding side (39, 40). Studies using cryoelectron micros-
copy revealed that TFIIA and the transcription activator Rap1
cooperatively commit TFIID in transcription initiation (41).

Previous studies showed that human TFIIA can make spe-
cific contacts with the DNA immediately upstream of the
TATA box (4, 39, 42– 44). In our previous work, mutations of
BRE consensus bases within the adenovirus major late (AdML)
promoter inhibit the formation of TFIIA–TBP–DNA com-
plexes, suggesting that a sequence-specific TFIIA DNA-bind-
ing region might overlap with the sequence of the BRE (45). In
this study, we confirm that TFIIA makes direct contact with the
sequence immediately upstream of the TATA box at the AdML
promoter using combined molecular approaches. Using this
information, we identified a core promoter element upstream
of the TATA box that is recognized by TFIIA. We show that the
TFIIA recognition element regulates transcription activity
in a promoter context-dependent manner and determine the
mechanism by which the TFIIA recognition element regulates
transcription at the AdML promoter.

Results

TFIIA makes direct contact with the DNA sequence upstream
of the TATA box at the AdML promoter

Our previous work showed that mutations of BREu and BREd

consensus bases within the AdML promoter (AdML-mBREud,
Fig. 1A) inhibit formation of a TFIIA–TBP–DNA complex
when compared with wild type AdML promoter, suggesting
that a TFIIA DNA-binding region could overlap with the BREu

or BREd of the AdML promoter (45). To exclude the possibility
that mutations of BREud consensus bases might affect TBP
binding to the promoter DNA, bandshift assays were per-
formed using TBP and radiolabeled promoter DNA fragments.
As shown in Fig. 1B, the formation of TBP–DNA complexes
showed minimal difference between the wild type AdML and
AdML derivatives, indicating that mutations of the BREu or
BREd consensus bases within the AdML promoter do not affect

the formation of a TBP–DNA complex. To confirm this obser-
vation, protein–DNA binding assays were performed using
HEK293T nuclear extract and promoter DNA immobilized on
magnetic beads. TFIIA showed decreased binding to the
AdML–mBREud promoter when compared with the wild type
AdML promoter. However, TBP binding to DNA showed little
difference between these two promoters (Fig. 1C), confirming
that mutations of BREud consensus bases do not affect TBP
binding to DNA, but significantly reduce TFIIA recruitment.
To determine the specific contribution of the BREu and BREd

elements to TFIIA recruitment, bandshift assays were per-
formed using native hTFIIA, recombinant hTBP, and radiola-
beled DNA fragments containing either a mutated BREu or a
mutated BREd (Fig. 1A). The result shows that mutations in the
BREu but not the BREd reduced the formation of a TFIIA–
TBP–DNA complex compared with the wild type AdML pro-
moter (Fig. 1D). This suggests that the TFIIA DNA-binding
region overlaps with the BREu at the AdML promoter. To
determine whether TFIIA interacts with specific bases within
the BREu, DNA methylation interference assays were per-
formed using native hTFIIA, recombinant hTBP, and radiola-
beled AdML promoter DNA fragments. The data show that two
G bases immediately upstream of the TATA box displayed
weak signals at the positive strand of AdML (the black solid dots
in lane IIA, Fig. 1E). This observation was verified by density
quantification for the G tracks (�33 and �34 in G tracks, Fig.
1F); indicating that TFIIA can interact with at least two bases
upstream of the TATA box. Taken together, these data confirm
that TFIIA makes direct contact with the sequence immedi-
ately upstream of the TATA box at the AdML promoter.

Derivation of TFIIA recognition element upstream of the TATA
box and its prevalence in natural promoters

Previous studies using photocross-linking showed that
TFIIA subunits, � and �, interact with a number of bases imme-
diately upstream of the TATA box (on both positive and nega-
tive strands) at the AdML promoter (42). Our methylation
interference analysis revealed the contacts between TFIIA and
the two G bases of the positive strand upstream of the AdML
TATA box (the black solid dots in Fig. 2A). Using this informa-
tion, we generated a core promoter DNA library that contains
randomized bases between positions �41 and �32 within
AdML promoter derivatives (Fig. 2A). The randomized DNA
was labeled with [�-32P]ATP and subjected to protein–DNA
binding selection through bandshift assays (SELEX). After
seven rounds of SELEX, the efficiency of selection was exam-
ined by a bandshift assay. Fig. 2B shows that formation of a
TFIIA–TBP–DNA complex was significantly enhanced, indi-
cating that the affinity of TFIIA to DNA was increased by
SELEX. The DNA fragments were then cloned into pGEM3 and
50 clones sequenced across the promoter region. A TFIIA-
binding consensus sequence was determined by the frequency
of occurrence for each base. As shown in Fig. 2C, the consensus
sequence exhibited strong preference for G or T, with exclusion
of A and C at the region between �41 and �39 and the region
between �35 and �32. Based on this information, we derived a
consensus sequence: 5�-G-T/G-G-G/C/A-G/C-A/G-T-G/T-
G/T-T-3�. Here we refer to the consensus sequence upstream
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Figure 1. TFIIA makes direct contacts with the sequence upstream of the TATA box at the AdML promoter. A, the DNA sequences for wild type AdML and AdML
derivatives showing the TATA box (bold), BRE consensus bases (red), and BRE mutated bases (light blue). B, mutations of the BREu (or BREd) consensus bases in AdML
promoter did not affect the formation of TBP–DNA complex. Bandshift assays were performed with 200 ng of TBP and 1 �Ci of radiolabeled wild type AdML or
AdML derivatives and detected by autoradiography. C, mutations of the BREud consensus bases in the AdML promoter reduced TFIIA recruitment to promoter DNA
but did not reduce TBP binding. Protein–DNA binding assays were performed using DNA-immobilized streptavidin magnetic beads and HEK293T nuclear extract,
followed by incubation, washing, and elution. The eluted samples were detected by Western blotting with the antibodies against TFIIA and TBP, respectively.
Equivalent volumes of elution (10 �l) was loaded in each lane for Western blotting. GAL4–AH, an activator comprised of a GAL4 DNA-binding domain and an acidic
peptide (� helix). D, mutations of the BREu consensus bases in the AdML promoter decreased the formation of the TFIIA–TBP–DNA complex. EMSA was performed
using recombinant hTBP, native hTFIIA, and radioactive wild type AdML or AdML derivatives and detected by autoradiography. A-T-DNA, TFIIA–TBP–DNA complex.
The sequence for AdML wild type and its derivatives are indicated as in A. E, methylation interference assays showing TFIIA contacts with the bases immediately
upstream of the TATA box. The TATA box (left bracket) and TFIIA contacting sites (solid black dots) are indicated in AdML positive strand. FP, free probe; IIA, TFIIA. F,
relative density of G tracks for both AdML promoter positive and negative strands in the methylation interference assays performed in E. The relative density for the
G-tracks of both free probe and the DNA from TFIIA–TBP–DNA complex was analyzed by ImageJ.
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of the TATA box as TFIIA recognition element (this element is
abbreviated as IIARE, intentionally distinguished from the ARE
(androgen response element)). The IIARE displayed four-base
identity to the BREu (�38 to �32), and six-base identity to wild
type AdML (�41 and �32). To gain insight into the prevalence
of the IIARE in natural promoters, we searched the promoters
from the human promoter database (epd.vital-it.ch/) (52, 56).
There were 1957 TATA-containing promoters and 2058
TATA-less promoters used to analyze the presence of IIARE
consensus bases in the region between �41 and �32 at the
natural promoters. The result shows that 50.3% of the TATA-
containing promoters contain over 5 consensus bases of the
IIARE, 26.5% of promoters over 6 consensus bases, and 9.96% of
promoters over 7 consensus bases. However, the IIARE showed

a higher prevalence at the TATA-less promoters, particularly
where the number of IIARE consensus bases is �7 or 8 (Table
1). The prevalence of the IIARE in TATA-less natural promot-
ers is similar to the 5– 8% of natural promoters that contain a
TATA box (1). These results suggest that the IIARE is poten-
tially present in a large proportion of natural promoters.
Whether the IIARE in these promoters is functional requires
further study.

The IIARE mutation in TATA-dependent promoters inhibits
TFIIA recruitment and promoter activity

To determine whether the IIARE consensus that we derived
affects the affinity of TFIIA to DNA, we generated AdML
promoter derivatives that contain an optimal IIARE(AdML-
IIARE) or a defective IIARE (AdML–mIIARE) (Fig. 3A). Pro-
moter DNA was immobilized with streptavidin magnetic beads
and binding assays were performed using reconstituted hTFIIA
and recombinant hTBP. Stably bound proteins were detected
by Western blot analysis. As shown in Fig. 3B, TFIIA exhibited
decreased binding to the promoter containing a defective
IIARE (AdML-mIIARE) when compared with the promoter
containing an optimal IIARE (AdML-IIARE). Thus, the IIARE
within AdML promoter derivatives enhances TFIIA binding to
DNA, which is consistent with the observation from the ran-
dom selection (Fig. 2B). To determine the effect of the IIARE on
the activities of these promoters, in vitro transcription assays
were performed using HEK293T nuclear extract and reporter
vectors driven by either the AdML-IIARE or AdML-mIIARE
promoters. Because the vector does not contain any eukaryotic
promoter except the tested promoter, transcripts can be
detected using RT-qPCR as described previously (46). The
AdML–mIIARE promoter showed significant reduction in
transcriptional activity in either the absence or presence of
GAL4 –VP16 when compared with the AdML–IIARE pro-
moter or the wild type AdML promoter (Fig. 3C, left and right
panels). To verify these observations, transient transfection of
the promoter-driven reporters was performed with HEK293T
cells in the absence or presence of GAL4 –VP16 and the pro-
moter activity was determined by luciferase assay. The IIARE
defective promoter, AdML–mIIARE, showed reduced activity
regardless of the co-expression of GAL4 –VP16 when com-
pared with the AdML–IIARE promoter or the AdML–WT pro-
moter (Fig. 3D). Taken together, these data indicate that the
IIARE within the AdML promoter is required for efficient
TFIIA recruitment and positively regulates promoter activity.

We next determined if our observations can be extended to
natural promoters that contain a IIARE consensus sequence. A
search of the human promoter database revealed that the cyto-
chrome P450 1A2 (hCYP1A2) promoter contains a typical
IIARE and a canonical TATA box (Fig. 4A). DNA fragments
containing either the wild type hCYP1A2 core promoter or a
mutant IIARE derivative were synthesized and cloned into the
reporter vector pGL3-basic. Using these DNA fragments and
vector-based sequences, protein–DNA binding assays, in vitro
transcription assays, and luciferase assays were performed as
described in the legend to Fig. 3. The results from these exper-
iments showed that an intact IIARE within the hCYP1A2 pro-
moter is required for TFIIA recruitment (Fig. 4B) and efficient

Figure 2. A TFIIA recognition element upstream of the TATA box derived
from random selection and DNA sequencing. A, the sequences for wild
type AdML and the randomized AdML positive strand. TFIIA contacting bases
in the AdML promoter are marked with solid black dots and the TATA box is
shown in bold character on the positive strand. The randomized bases (10
consecutive Ns) are located upstream of the TATA box (bold). B, bandshift
assay showing increased enrichment of the TFIIA–TBP–DNA complex after
seven rounds of selection compared with the original randomized DNA pool
(Random). EMSA was performed with 100 ng of recombinant hTBP and native
hTFIIA (50 or 100 ng) and detected by autoradiography. Relative density for
EMSA is presented (bottom panel). FP, free probe; A-T-DNA, TFIIA–TBP–DNA
complex. C, the frequency of base occurrence at each position over the ran-
domized region (�41 to �32 nucleotides) and the consensus bases of the
TFIIA recognition region (below). 50 clones in total were screened and
sequenced after seven rounds of selection. The consensus bases are deter-
mined by the frequency of occurrence (�25%) at each position. The size of
letter reflects the frequency of occurrence for each base.
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promoter activity (Fig. 4, C–E), confirming a positive role for
the IIARE in TATA-containing promoters.

The promoters of AdML–WT and hCYP1A2–WT also con-
tain a BREu consensus sequence, raising the possibility that the
IIARE-defective promoters also affect the BREu consensus
bases. To exclude the possibility of interference by mutation of
BREu, the natural promoter that directs expression of farnesyl-
diphosphate synthase (FDPS1) was tested. The FDPS1 pro-
moter contains a TATA box and five IIARE consensus bases,
but only one BREu consensus base (�38, Fig. 4A). An FDPS1

promoter mutant derivative was generated through altering
four of the IIARE consensus bases (Fig. 4A). The wild type
FDPS1 promoter and IIARE-defective derivative were then
cloned into pGL3-basic, followed by a reporter assay. The
results show that mutations of the IIARE consensus sequence
within the FDPS1 promoter significantly reduced expression of
the reporter gene (Fig. 4F). However, we note that inhibition of
promoter activity in the mIIARE derivative can be partially alle-
viated by co-expression of GAL4 –VP16 (Fig. 4F). This effect is
likely due to TFIIA interaction with activator (29) providing an

Table 1
The prevalence of IIARE in human natural promoters

Number of IIARE consensus bases >5 >6 >7 >8

Percentage � S.D. in TATA-containing natural promoters 50.3 � 0.095 26.5 � 0.062 9.96 � 0.023 2.4 � 0.014
Percentage � S.D. in TATA-less natural promoters 58.4 � 0.134 28.7 � 0.095 15.5 � 0.041 7.9 � 0.021

Figure 3. Mutation of the IIARE in the ADML promoter reduces TFIIA binding to DNA and promoter activity. A, the DNA sequences for the wild type AdML
core promoter and its derivatives showing the TATA box (bold), IIARE consensus bases (blue), and mutated IIARE consensus bases (red). B, mutation of the IIARE
upstream of the TATA box reduces TFIIA binding to the promoter DNA. Protein–DNA binding assays were performed with recombinant hTFIIA, hTBP, and
promoter DNA-immobilized streptavidin magnetic beads. The eluted samples were analyzed by Western blotting with the indicated antibodies. Equivalent
volumes of elution (10 �l) was loaded in each lane for Western blotting. C, in vitro transcription assays showing the relative activity for the promoters of
AdML–WT, AdML–IIARE, and AdML–mIIARE in the absence (left) or presence (right) of GAL4 –VP16. Relative activity was obtained by comparing the basal
activity of the AdML–IIARE promoter with that of the AdML–WT promoter or that of AdML derivative promoters in the absence or presence of Gal4 –VP16,
where the basal activity for the AdML–IIARE promoter was arbitrarily set as 1. D, luciferase assays showing the effect of the IIARE mutation on reporter activity.
Relative luciferase activity was obtained by comparing the basal activity of the AdML–IIARE promoter with that of the AdML–WT promoter or AdML derivative
promoters with or without the co-expression of Gal4 –VP16. The basal activity for the AdML–IIARE promoter was arbitrarily set as 1. E, immunoblotting of the
samples used in D. Western blot analysis was performed using antibodies against Gal4 or �-tubulin. Equivalent amounts of protein (10 �g) were loaded in each
lane for Western blotting. Each column in C and D represents the mean � S.E. of three independent experiments. Significant difference was analyzed by
comparing the activity of the IIARE-containing promoter with that of the IIARE-defect promoter. *, p � 0.05; **, p � 0.01. p value was obtained by Student’s t
test.
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alternative mechanism for TFIIA recruitment. Taken together,
these data suggest that the IIARE plays a positive regulatory role
in both basal and activated transcription at promoters contain-
ing a TATA box.

The IIARE is a negative element in AdML–IIARE promoter
derivatives that lack a TATA box

Several previous studies have showed that core promoter ele-
ments can work alone or in combination with other elements in
transcription regulation (4), and that the function of core pro-
moter elements depends on the context of the promoter (9).
Indeed, TFIIA can stabilize TBP binding to the TATA box (39,
40). We therefore asked whether the role of the IIARE in gene
transcription is dependent on the TATA box. To answer the
question, AdML derivatives that lack a TATA box, but contain
an optimal IIARE (AdML–IIARE–mTATA) or a defective
IIARE (AdML–mIIARE–mTATA), were synthesized (Fig. 5A)
and cloned into pGL3-basic. In vitro transcription assays were
performed with these vectors. Intriguingly, the promoter of
AdML–mIIARE–mTATA showed a significant increase in

transcription activity in the absence or presence of GAL4 –
VP16 when compared with the AdML–IIARE–mTATA pro-
moter (Fig. 5B). This suggests that the IIARE plays an inhibitory
role in the absence of a TATA box. To confirm this observation,
transient transfection assays were performed with HEK293T
cells with the promoter derivatives. The data show that the
AdML–mIIARE–mTATA promoter was significantly more
active than the AdML–IIARE–mTATA promoter in both the
absence and presence of GAL4 –VP16 (Fig. 5, C and D). To
exclude the possibility that mutation of the TATA box might
solely account for this observation, luciferase assays were per-
formed using the reporter vector driven by either the AdML–
IIARE–TATA or AdML–IIARE–mTATA promoters. The data
confirm that mutation of the TATA box significantly reduced
the activity of the reporter gene (Fig. 5, E and F), suggesting that
the TATA box mutation does not contribute to the increased
activity caused by mutation of IIARE.

We next determined whether the IIARE functions as a
negative element in a natural promoter that lacks a TATA box.
To this end, two natural TATA-less promoters, from the

Figure 4. Mutation of the IIARE in natural promoters reduces TFIIA binding to DNA and promoter activity. A, the DNA sequences for the natural core
promoters and their derivatives showing the TATA box (bold), the IIARE consensus bases (blue), and the mutated IIARE consensus bases (red). B, mutation of the
IIARE reduces TFIIA binding to the hCYP1A2 promoter. C, in vitro transcription assays showing the relative activity for the promoters of hCYP1A2–WT and
hCYPEA2–mIIARE in the presence or absence of GAL4 –VP16. D, luciferase assays showing the effect of mutation of the IIARE on the expression of a reporter
gene driven by the human CYP1A2 gene promoter or its derivatives. E, immuoblotting of the samples to confirm the co-expression of Gal4 –VP16 used in C. F,
luciferase assays showing the effect of IIARE mutation on the expression of a reporter gene driven by the human FDPS1 gene promoter. G, immuoblotting of
the samples with the co-expression of Gal4 –VP16 used in E. Protein–DNA binding assays, in vitro transcription assays, luciferase assays, and Western blotting
were performed as described in the legend to Fig. 3. Each column in C, D, and F represents the mean � S.E. of three independent experiments. Significant
difference was analyzed by comparing the activity of the IIARE-containing promoter with that of the IIARE-defect promoter. *, p � 0.05; **, p � 0.01. p value was
obtained by Student’s t test.
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PCDHB17 and C1QTNF7 genes, were identified by searching
the human promoter database. Core promoter DNA fragments
of the PCDHB17 and C1QTNF7 genes and their derivatives
containing a mutant IIARE were synthesized (Fig. 5A). They
were cloned into pGL3-basic vector and then transfected into
293T cells. Unexpectedly, mutation of the IIARE significantly
reduced expression of the reporter genes driven by the

PCDHB17 or C1QTNF7 promoters (Fig. 5, G and H), sug-
gesting that the IIARE positively regulates transcription of the
PCDHB17 and C1QTNF7 promoters. Unlike at the AdML
derivatives that lack a functional TATA element, these results
are consistent with those from the promoters containing the
TATA box. To understand how a defective TATA box affects
TFIIA binding to the promoter, protein–DNA assays were per-

Figure 5. The effect of IIARE mutation on the transcriptional activity of the AdML promoters that lack a TATA box. A, the DNA sequences for core
promoters lacking a TATA box and their derivatives showing the IIARE consensus bases (blue), the mutated IIARE consensus bases (red), and the sequences
around the TATA region (�31 to �25; bold). B, mutation of the IIARE significantly increased transcription activity in vitro of the AdML promoter derivatives
lacking a TATA box. C, mutation of the IIARE within the AdML–IIARE–mTATA promoter significantly increased the expression of the reporter gene. D, immu-
noblotting analyses to conform the co-expression of GAL4 –VP16 in the samples used in C. E, luciferase assays showing the effect of mutations in the TATA box
on the expression of a reporter gene driven by the IIARE-containing AdML promoter. F, Western blotting of the samples to confirm co-expression of GAL4 –
VP16 in the samples used in E. G, luciferase assays showing the effect of mutation of the IIARE on the activity of natural promoters that lack a the TATA box. H,
Western blotting to confirm the co-expression of GAL4 –VP16 in the samples used in G. I and J, Western blotting showing the effect of the IIARE mutation on
TFIIA binding to the promoters that lack the TATA box. In vitro transcription assays, luciferase assays, protein–DNA binding assays, and Western blotting were
performed as described in the legend to Fig. 3. Abbreviations of the tested promoters is as follows: IIARE-mTA, AdML–IIARE–mTATA; mIIARE-mTA, AdML–
mIIARE–mTATA; IIARE-TA, AdML–IIARE–mTATA. Each column in B, C, F, and G represents the mean � S.E. of three independent experiments. Significant
difference was analyzed by comparing the activity of the IIARE-containing promoter with that of the IIARE-defect promoter. *, p � 0.05; **, p � 0.01. p value was
obtained by Student’s t test.
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formed using promoter DNA fragments and recombinant pro-
teins TFIIA and TBP. The data show that promoters lacking the
TATA box were still bound by TFIIA regardless of the presence
of TBP (Fig. 5, I and J). However, mutation of the IIARE did not
affect TFIIA recruitment to the AdML derivative promoters
that lack a functional TATA box (Fig. 5I). In contrast, mutation
of the IIARE in the PCDHB17 promoter (which is naturally
TATA-less) reduced TFIIA recruitment (Fig. 5J). Taken to-
gether, these data imply that the IIARE regulates transcription
activity in a promoter context-dependent manner.

The IIARE positively regulates transcription by increasing
recruitment of pol II, TFIIA, TAF4, and p300 at the AdML–IIARE
promoter

We have determined that the IIARE can play a positive and
negative role in transcription at the AdML–IIARE and AdML–
IIARE–mTATA promoters, respectively (Figs. 3, C and D, and
5, B and C). Whether this observation can be reproduced in vivo
remains unclear. We therefore generated stable 293 cell line
derivatives using the Flp-In system as shown in Fig. 6A. The
Flp-In 293 stable cell lines were used for luciferase assays in
both the absence and presence of GAL4 –VP16. The results
show that mutation of the IIARE significantly reduced the
activity of the reporter gene driven by the AdML–mIIARE pro-
moter compared with the AdML–IIARE promoter (Fig. 6, B
and C). In contrast, compared with the AdML–IIARE–
mTATA derivative, we observed an increase in activity of the
reporter gene driven by the AdML–mIIARE–mTATA pro-
moter (Fig. 6, D and E). These results are consistent with those
from the assays in vitro (Figs. 3 and 5, B and C).

To understand how the IIARE regulates transcription of the
AdML–IIARE or AdML–mIIARE promoters, ChIP assays were
performed by using the Flp-In 293 stable cell lines and the anti-
bodies indicated in Fig. 6F. As shown in Fig. 6, F and G, the
occupancy of TFIIA significantly decreased at the promoter
of AdML–mIIARE compared with that at the promoter of
AdML–IIARE. This is consistent with the results from protein-
DNA binding assays in vitro (Fig. 3B). Strikingly, the occupan-
cies for pol II, TAF4, and P300 at the promoter of AdML–
mIIARE decreased 2–3-fold, respectively, compared with
recruitment at the AdML–IIARE promoter, suggesting that the
IIARE enhances recruitment of these factors to the promoter of
AdML–IIARE. However, the occupancies for TBP, TFIIB,
TAF1, and BTAF showed little difference between the AdML–
IIARE and AdML–mIIARE promoters.

To understand how the IIARE affects transcription of the
ADML promoter derivative that lack a TATA box, ChIP assays
were performed with the stable cell lines integrated with
these promoters. Fig. 6H shows that the occupancy of TFIIA
showed little change between the promoters of AdML–IIARE–
mTATA and AdML–mIIARE–mTATA, which is consistent
with the observation for protein–DNA binding assay (Fig. 5I).
However, the occupancies of pol II or TAF1 at the AdML–
IIARE–mTATA promoter were significantly lower than that at
the AdML–mIIARE–mTATA promoter (Fig. 6, H and I), sug-
gesting that the IIARE inhibits the transcription activity by
reducing the recruitment of pol II and TAF1 at the AdML–
IIARE–mTATA promoter. The occupancies of TFIIB, TBP,

TAF4, and P300 did not show a significant difference between
the promoters except BTAF1 recruitment was slightly reduced
at the mutant IIARE derivative. The data show that TBP was
recruited at both of the promoters in vivo even though they
contained a mutant TATA box. TBP can bind other general
factors and cofactors such as TFIIB and TAFs, which likely
provides an alternative means of recruitment independent on
the TATA element (1). Taken together, the data in Fig. 6 sug-
gest that the IIARE enhances transcription of the AdML pro-
moter by increasing the recruitment of pol II, TFIIA, TAF4, and
P300 at the promoter, but inhibits transcription of the AdML
promoter that lacks a TATA element by reducing the recruit-
ment of pol II and TAF1 at the promoter.

Discussion

Previous studies revealed that TFIIA makes direct contacts
with up to 9 base pairs upstream of the TATA box (42, 47) and
2 base pairs downstream of the TATA box (42). Crystal struc-
ture analyses of TFIIA–TBP–DNA using yeast TBP and TFIIA
core domains showed that the �-barrel of TOA 1 interacts with
3–5 bases upstream of the TATA box, but not with the bases
downstream of the TATA box (39, 44). In this study, we have
confirmed that TFIIA makes direct contacts with the DNA
sequence upstream of the TATA box (Fig. 1, D and E), in par-
ticular with the two G bases immediately upstream of the
TATA box on the positive strand of the AdML promoter (Fig. 1,
E and F). This result is in agreement with the previous findings
(43) and suggests the presence of a TFIIA recognition region
upstream of the TATA box at the AdML promoter. Using this
information, we then defined a TFIIA recognition element
(IIARE) upstream of the AdML TATA box through SELEX and
DNA sequencing. This element displays strong preference for
G and T, and against A and C at its two ends (Fig. 2C). In this
regard the IIARE consensus sequence is similar to the BREd

where TFIIB also favors G or T, although the specific sequence
of consensus bases is distinct (9). The IIARE is distinct from the
BREu (8), in which TFIIB prefers bases G and C. Another fea-
ture of the IIARE is that the central region (�38 to �36) dis-
plays less preference to G or T than the flanking bases (�41
to �39 and �35 to �32) (Fig. 2C). Previous photocross-linking
studies showed that TFIIA� mainly cross-linked to the
sequence immediately upstream of the TATA box, whereas
TFIIA� was mostly cross-linked with the sequence further
upstream of TFIIA�– cross-linked region. This spacing be-
tween the TFIIA� and TFIIA� contact regions (42) could
potentially contribute to the difference in base preference
within the IIARE (Fig. 2C).

We found mutation of the IIARE severely affected TFIIA
binding to promoter DNA and reduced promoter activity
regardless in both the absence and presence of the transcrip-
tional activator GAL4 –VP16 (Figs. 3, 4, and 5, G and J). This
coincided with reduced binding of TFIIA to the promoter
DNA. However, when artificial AdML promoter derivatives
that lack a TATA box were tested for the same experiments, we
observed a negative function for the IIARE (Fig. 5, B–D). Thus,
our results suggest that IIARE modulates transcription in pro-
moter context-dependent manner. Previous studies showed
that both BREu and BREd can also positively or negatively reg-
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ulate activity of the core promoter (9, 48). The BREd regulates
transcription activity in a promoter context-dependent manner
(9); whereas the BREu plays different roles in basal and acti-
vator-dependent transcription (48). These observations sug-

gest that the role of core promoter elements in transcription
relies on specific conditions, either in the context of the core
promoter or the interplay of gene-specific transcriptional reg-
ulators. Indeed, previous in vivo studies suggest that the func-

Figure 6. The IIARE positively modulates transcription by increasing the recruitment of pol II, TFIIA, TAF4, and P300 at the promoter of AdML-IIARE.
A, the scheme showing the generation of Flp-In 293 stable cell lines that integrate promoter-directed luciferase gene derivatives. B, mutation of the IIARE within
the promoter of AdML–IIARE significantly reduced reporter gene expression in vivo. Flp-In 293 stable cell lines were co-transfected with pcDNA–�-Gal and
pcDNA–Gal4 –VP16 or control pcDNA3.1, the cell lysate was used to detect luciferase activity. Relative luciferase activity was obtained as described in the
legend to Fig. 3D. C, immunoblotting analyses of the samples to confirm expression of Gal4 –VP16 in samples used in B. Immunoblotting was performed as
described in the legend to Fig. 3E. D, luciferase assays showing the effect of IIARE mutation on reporter gene expression for the AdML derivatives that lack a
TATA box. Luciferase assays were performed as in B. E, immunoblotting analyses for the samples to confirm expression of Gal4 –VP16 used in D. Immunoblot-
ting was performed as described in the legend to Fig. 3E. F, ChIP-qPCR assays showing the relative occupancy for the indicated factors at the promoters of
AdML–IIARE or AdML–mIIARE. G, comparison of the relative occupancy for indicated factors between the promoters of AdML–IIARE and AdML–mIIARE. H,
ChIP-qPCR assays showing the relative occupancy for the indicated factors at the promoters of AdML–IIARE–mTATA or AdML–mIIARE–mTATA. I, comparison
of the relative occupancy for the indicated factors at the promoters of AdML–IIARE–mTATA and AdML–mIIAR–mTATA. The relative occupancy was obtained by
comparing the enrichment of promoter DNA from the ChIP sample for individual factors with that from input. 1 ng of genomic DNA was used to perform qPCR
for input, which is equivalent to 0.01% of sample used for ChIP assay of individual factor. Each column in B, D, F, and H represents the mean � S.E. of three
independent experiments. *, p � 0.05; **, p � 0.01. p value was obtained by Student’s t test.
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tion of a core promoter element depends on the specific phys-
iological environment (13).

ChIP assays showed that mutation of the IIARE significantly
reduced the recruitment of pol II, TFIIA, TAF4, and P300 at the
AdML promoter (Fig. 6, F and G). Others have reported that the
transcriptional coactivator P300 promotes the formation of a
TFIIA–TBP–DNA complex through acetylation of TFIIA (49).
In addition, TFIIA binds to TAF4 to assist pre-initiation com-
plex (PIC) assembly at the core promoter (33). Thus, a IIARE-
dependent increase in the occupancy of TFIIA could subse-
quently enhance the recruitment of TAF4 and P300 at the
promoter with an optimal IIARE. TAF1 and BTAF1 have been
shown to compete with TFIIA to bind the TBP–DNA complex
and inhibit transcription (50, 51). However, the recruitment of
TAF1 and BTAF1 was not affected by mutation of the IIARE
within the AdML promoter that contains a functional TATA
box (Fig. 6, F and G). Surprisingly, mutation of the IIARE within
the ADML promoter containing a defective TATA element
increased the recruitment of both pol II and TAF1 (Fig. 6, H and
I). It is possible that mutation of the IIARE combined with
defective TBP–TATA interactions increases the potential of
TAF1 to bind the Initiator element. In addition, TAF1 can play
dual roles in transcriptional regulation through phosphoryla-
tion of histones to activate transcription (1). It is therefore pos-
sible that TFIIA–IIARE contacts modulate the recruitment of
TAF1 in the absence of TBP–TATA interactions.

Our ChIP assays revealed that the subunits of TFIID differ-
entially associated with either the ARE-containing promoter or
ARE-defective promoter. Previous studies suggest that TAFs
can form multiple complexes, some of which do not contain
TBP (1). Moreover, protein-coding genes show distinct re-
quirements for individual TAFs (53), and TAFs are differen-
tially recruited at the promoters of many active genes as stem
cell differentiation progresses (54). Therefore, it is plausible
that TFIIA–IIARE interactions can influence the TAF depen-
dence of the core promoter and thus their requirement at indi-
vidual genes.

In this study we identified a core promoter element upstream
of the TATA box that is recognized by TFIIA. The IIARE
modulates transcription in a promoter context-dependent
manner. The IIARE enhances transcription by increasing the
recruitment of pol II, TFIIA, TAF4, and p300 at the AdML
promoter. The IIARE can acts as a negative element at the
AdML promoter when the TATA element is rendered inac-
tive. In this context the IIARE inhibits the association of
TAF1 and pol II with the AdML-IIARE. These findings not
only extend our understanding of the role of TFIIA in gene
transcription, but also provide new insights into the regula-
tory mechanism of core promoter elements in transcription
by pol II.

Experimental procedures

Plasmids, proteins, and site-directed mutagenesis

Human cDNAs for the TFIIA subunits (�/� and �) and
TBP were cloned into the plasmid pET30a. The cDNA for
HA-tagged TFIIA�/� was cloned into pcDNA3.1(�). The
promoter DNA fragments for AdML, hCYP1A2, FDPS1,

PCDHB17, C1QTNF7, and their derivatives were initially
cloned into the pGEM3 plasmid. A DNA fragment comprised
of nine GAL4 –DNA recognition sites was inserted immedi-
ately upstream of the promoter derivatives; the nine GAL4 –
DNA-binding sites along with the promoter DNA fragment
were then transferred to the reporter vector pGL3-basic. The
cDNA encoding GAL4 –VP16 was cloned into pET30a and
pcDNA3.1(�). Recombinant proteins for TFIIA�/�, TFIIA�,
TBP, and GAL4 –VP16 were expressed with Escherichia coli
BL21 (DE3; Agilent) and purified with nickel-agarose as
described in the manufacturer’s manual (Qiagen). Reconsti-
tuted TFIIA was obtained through denaturing the recombinant
proteins TFIIA�/� and TFIIA� with protein denature buffer
(50 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.4,, 1 mM EDTA, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM

PMSF, and 7 M urea) for 4 h, and then renaturing the proteins by
dialysis (20 mM HEPES, pH 7.6, 1 mM EDTA, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1
mM PMSF, 10% glycerol, and 0 –7 M urea); the concentration of
urea in dialyzing buffer was decreased at 1 M per 5 h from 7 to 0
M during the dialysis. Native TFIIA was purified from HEK293T
nuclear extract as described previously (55). All chemicals were
purchased from Sigma.

Bandshift assays and methylation interference

One microgram of core promoter DNA for wild type AdML-
BRE promoter and its derivatives (AdML-mBREud, AdML-
mBREd and AdML-mBREu) was labeled with 2.5 �Ci of
[�-32P]ATP (GE Healthcare) and 2.5 units of T4 polynucleotide
kinase (Promega). Bandshift assays were performed with 0.1
pmol of radiolabeled AdML core promoter DNA, 5 or 10 �g of
native human TFIIA (hTFIIA) protein, and 10 �g of recombi-
nant human TBP (hTBP) protein as described previously (45).
Methylation interference was performed using 1 pmol of radio-
labeled AdML core promoter DNA, 50 �g of native human
TFIIA protein, and 50 �g of recombinant hTBP protein as
described previously (9).

Immobilized protein-DNA binding assays and Western blot
analysis

Overlapping oligonucleotides for wild type AdML core pro-
moter (AdML-WT) and its derivatives or wild type hCYP1A2p,
PCDHB17, and their derivatives were synthesized and modified
with biotin at the 5� end of the positive strands (TianyiHuiyuan
Co.). One �l of 25 M forward and reverse oligonucleotides were
used for overlapping PCR in 50 �l of reaction mixture. The PCR
product was purified by the PCR clean kit (Axygen) and immo-
bilized with streptavidin magnetic beads (Thermo) in 100 �l of
1� PBS buffer at 4 °C overnight. The beads were then washed
with 1� PBS buffer 3 times and collected with a magnetic stand
(Promega). The DNA-immobilized beads were incubated with
HEK293T nuclear extract or reconstituted hTFIIA and recom-
binant hTBP at 4 °C for 4 h. The beads were washed with buffer
D (20 mM HEPES, 100 mM KCl, 0.2 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 0.2
mM PMSF, 20% glycerol) 3 times, DNA-bound proteins were
eluted with 1� SDS loading buffer and the samples analyzed by
Western blotting. The antibodies for Western blot analysis
were purchased from Abcam (TFIIA, ab50821; TBP, ab51841;
and �-Tubulin, ab6046) and Santa Cruz Biotechnology (GAL4,
SC-577).
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Random selection

The oligonucleotides for the AdML derivative used in ran-
dom selection was synthesized as follows: 5�-CGTGACCGGG-
TGTTCCTNNNNNNNNNNTATAAAAGGGGGTGGGGG-
CGCGTTCGTCCTCACTCTCTTCCGCATCGCTGT-3�. This
DNA fragment contains 10 consecutive randomized nucleo-
tides immediately upstream of the TATA box, the randomized
region was synthesized with equimolar nucleotides (Taiyihui-
yuan Co.). The primers used for PCR and cloning were as fol-
lows: RSF, 5�-CGCGGATCCCGTGACCGGGTGTTCCT-3�;
RSR, CGCGAATTCACAGCGCATGCGAATTCCCATG-3�.
PCR primers, RSF and RSR, contain restriction sites recognized
by BamHI and EcoRI, respectively, to assist DNA fragment
cloning. Random Selection (SELEX) was performed as
described previously (9). Briefly, in the first cycle, 0.1 �l of 25
�M AdML template and 1 �l of 25 �M primers (RSF and RSR,
respectively) were used for PCR in 50 �l of reaction mixture
containing 200 �M dNTP, 1 �l of [�-32P]dATP (2.5 �Ci), and 5
units of Taq DNA polymerase (Roche Applied Science). The
radioactive PCR product was purified on a 5% native polyacryl-
amide gel. Bandshift assays were performed using 0.2 pmol of
purified DNA fragment, 10 �g of native hTFIIA, and 10 �g of
recombinant hTBP as described previously (45). The DNA was
recovered from the shifted band and amplified by PCR within
50 �l of reaction mixture as described above. The amplified
radioactive DNA was used for the second round of selection.
After seven rounds of selection in total, the recovered DNA
fragments were amplified by PCR without the addition of radio-
active isotope, followed by digestion with BamHI and EcoRI
and cloned into pGEM3. Fifty clones in total were screened and
used for sequencing of the promoter region. The frequency of
occurrence for each base over the randomized region (from
�41 to �32) was counted and the consensus bases were deter-
mined by the frequency of occurrence.

In vitro transcription assays

In vitro transcription assays were performed using the non-
radioactive method as described in our recent work (46). In this
method, pGL3-basic reporter gene vector driven by promoter
or promoter derivative was used for DNA template. One hun-
dred ng of DNA template were used for RNA synthesis in the
reaction mixture (25 �l of HeLa nuclear extract, 3 �l of 100
mM MgCl2, 3 �l of 10 mM NTP) in the absence or presence of
1 �g of GAL4 –VP16. When the reaction finished, the sam-
ples were subject to DNA template depletion, hybridization,
and primer extension, the transcript was detected by using
RT-qPCR and our uniquely designed primers (46). Relative
transcriptional activity was analyzed by Bio-Rad CFX Man-
ager 3.0 software.

Cell culture, transfection, and luciferase assay

HEK293T cells were cultured in 12-well plates with high-
glucose DMEM Complete medium. Transient transfection for
HEK293T cells or Flp-In 293 stable cell lines was performed
with Turbofect reagent (Thermo). Luciferase assays were per-
formed with the dual-light detection system (Thermo). Briefly,
HEK293T cells were co-transfected with 1.5 �g of reporter vec-
tor driven by wild type promoter or its IIARE derivatives, 1 �g

of vector expressing �-galactosidase and 0.5 �g of vector
expressing GAL4 –VP16 or empty vector pcDNA3.1(�). 36 h
post-transfection, the cells were harvested and disrupted with
the lysis buffer provided by the manufacturer (Thermo). After
centrifugation at 1200 rpm for 5 min, 3 �l of the cell lysate were
used to detect luciferase activity with the dual-light detec-
tion system. Luciferase activity was normalized by the activ-
ity of �-galactosidase within the same sample. Relative lucif-
erase activity was obtained by comparing luciferase activity
between wild type promoter and its IIARE-defect promoter,
in which the basal activity of the wild type promoter was
arbitrarily set as 1.

Generation of Flp-In 293 stable cell lines and ChIP assay

Flp-In 293 stable cell lines were generated with the Flp-In
system (Invitrogen). A Flp-In 293 host cell line that has been
integrated with the fragment of FRT–LacZ–Zeocin was pro-
vided by Taylor lab (The University of Manchester). The
DNA fragments for AdML–IIARE–Luc, AdML–mIIARE–Luc,
AdML–IIARE–mTATA–Luc, and AdML–mIIARE–mTATA–
Luc were cloned into the vector pcDNA5/FRT, respectively.
The vector pcDNA5/FRT bearing a promoter-driven reporter
gene (pcDNA5/FRT-pro-luc) and the vector expressing a
recombinase (pOG44) were co-transfected into the 293 host
cell line with Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo). 48 h post-transfec-
tion, selection was initiated by adding hygromycin to the cells at
the final concentration of 200 �g/ml. The cell line from a single
colony was obtained by diluting the cells into 96-well plates.
The positive cell lines were determined by detecting the expres-
sion of luciferase gene.

ChIP assays for pol II and transcription factors or cofactors
were performed using Flp-In 293 stable cell line that was inte-
grated with a promoter-driven luciferase gene as described pre-
viously (45). The ChIP samples were detected by qPCR using
Bio-Rad Real Time Detection System and analyzed by Bio-Rad
CFX manager 3.0. The relative occupancy was obtained by
comparing the enrichment of promoter DNA from the ChIP
sample of each factor with that from the Input sample, 1 ng of
genomic DNA was used to perform qPCR for input, which is
equivalent to 0.01% of the sample used for the ChIP assay of
individual factor. Fold-change was obtained by comparing the
relative occupancy of a factor between the promoters with or
without ARE. The antibodies for ChIP assays were purchased
from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (pol II, SC-21751; TBP,
SC-204; TFIIB, SC-225; TAF1, SC-735; TAF4, SC-136093;
BTAF1, SC-8139; and P300, SC-584) and Abcam (TFIIA,
Ab50821).
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